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Abstract. We present the results of near-infrared (2 µm) monitoring of Sgr A*-IR with 1
minute time sampling using laser guide star adaptive optics (LGS AO) system at the Keck II
telescope. Sgr A*-IR was observed continuously for up to three hours on each of seven nights,
between 2006 May and 2007 August. Sgr A*-IR is detected at all times and is continuously
variable. These observations allow us to investigate Nyquist sampled periods ranging from
about 2 minutes to an hour. Of particular interest are periods of ∼20 min, which corresponds
to a quasi-periodic (QPO) signal claimed based upon previous near-infrared observations and
interpreted as the orbit of a ’hot spot’ at or near the last stable orbit of a spinning black hole.
We investigate these claims by comparing periodograms of the light curves with models for red
noise and find no significant deviations that would indicate QPO activity at any time scale
probed in the study. We find that the variability of Sgr A* is consistent with a model based on
correlated noise with a power spectrum having a frequency dependence of ∼ f−2.5, consistent
with that observed in AGNs. Furthermore, the periodograms show power down to the minimum
sampling time of 2 min, well below the period of the last stable orbit of a maximally spinning
black hole, indicating that the Sgr A*-IR light curves observed in this study is unlikely to be
from the Keplerian motion of a single ’hot spot’ of orbiting plasma.
1. Introduction
The existence of a super-massive black hole with a mass of ∼ 4 × 106M! at the center of the
Galaxy has now been firmly established from monitoring the orbits of the stars in the near-
infrared (NIR) within 1 arcsecond of the location of the associated radio source Sgr A* [e.g. 1–
4]. Multi-wavelength detections of the radio point source at sub-millimeter, X-ray, and infrared
wavelengths have also been made, showing that the luminosity associated with the black hole is
many orders of magnitudes below that of active galactic nuclei (AGN) with comparable masses
[5]. These observations have also shown that the emission from Sgr A* is variable [e.g., 6–10].
Although it is now easily detected in its bright states when its flux increases by up to an order
of magnitude over time scales of 1 to 3 hours, Sgr A* is difficult to detect in its faintest states at
X-ray wavelengths because of the strong diffuse background, and in the near-infrared because of
confusion with nearby stellar sources [6, 9]. Advances in adaptive optics (AO) technology have
offered improved sensitivity to infrared emission from Sgr A* against the stellar background,
such that observations in its faint states are now possible [11].
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Figure 1. AK ′ image from
2006 May 3 of the central
0.′′5 around Sgr A* with a
logarithmic intensity scale
so that the faint sources
can be more easily seen.
Sgr A* is in the center of
the image along with the
comparison stars, S0-2, S0-
17 and S0-38. The image is
oriented with north up and
east to the left, with offsets
in projected distance from
Sgr A*.
At both NIR and X-ray wavelengths, a possible quasi-periodic oscillation (QPO) signal with
a ∼ 20 min period has been reported in light curves of Sgr A* [12–14]. Models that aim to
produce QPO signals include both a class of models involving the Keplerian orbits of ‘hot spots’
of plasma at the last stable orbit [15, 16] as well as the result of rotational modulations of
instabilities in the accretion flow [17]. Since the orbital period at the last stable orbit of a
non-spinning black hole is longer than 20 min, this putative periodic signal has been interpreted
as evidence for a spinning black hole. The challenges for these claims are the relatively short
time baselines of the observations (only a few times the claimed period), the low amplitude of
the possible QPO activity, and the lack of rigorous assessment of the statistical significance of
the claimed periodicity.
An alternative explanation for peaks in the periodograms seen in previous studies and
interpreted as a periodic signal is that they are a sign of a frequency dependent physical
process, commonly known as red noise [18]. The power spectrum of such a physical process
will display an inverse power law dependence on frequency, which will result in light curves
with large amplitude variations over long time scales and small amplitude variations over short
time scales. The power spectrum of any individual realization of a red noise light curve will
show statistical fluctuations around the intrinsic power law function, creating spurious peaks
leading to an interpretation of periodic activity. Variability studies of other accreting black hole
systems like AGNs and Galactic X-ray binaries have shown that their power spectral densities
are consistent with red noise. Several physical models have been proposed that produces red
noise light curves from AGNs [e.g. 19–21]; one common model that produces a red noise spectrum
is from fluctuations in the physical parameters, such as the gas densities and accretion rate, at
different radii of a turbulent magnetohydrodynamic accretion disk [22]. While QPO signals have
been unambiguously confirmed in X-ray binaries, no QPO signals in AGNs have been shown to
be statistically different than red noise [23, 24]. Recent re-analysis of X-ray light curves of Sgr
A*, when including the contribution from red noise, show no indications of a QPO signal [25].
2. Observations and Data Reduction
The Galactic center has been extensively imaged between 2005 and 2007 with the Keck II 10 m
telescope using the laser guide star adaptive optics (LGS AO) [26, 27] system and the NIRC2
near infrared camera (P.I. K. Matthews). For this study we include all nights of LGS-AO
observations at K ′ (2 µm) that had sampling of 1-3 minutes, a total time baseline of more than
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Table 1. Summary of Sgr A* Observations
Date Nobs Duration Dither Strehl FWHM Mean Flux σ
(UT) (min) (%) (mas) (mJy) (mJy)
2006 May 03 116 140 Yes 34 60 0.29 0.15
2006 June 20 109 125 Yes 24 71 0.24 0.18
2006 June 21 164 164 Yes 33 61 0.19 0.07
2006 July 17 70 189 No 35 59 0.15 0.05
2007 May 18 77 84 Yes 36 59 0.29 0.14
2007 August 12 62 57 Yes 33 58 0.16 0.02
1 hour, and at least 60 data points. As summarized in Table 1, this resulted in a selection of
data sets with durations ranging from 80 min to 3 hours.
A detailed description of LGS AO observations of the Galactic center are described in [11];
here, we only summarize the setup specific to our observations. Images were obtained using the
K ′ band-pass filter (λo = 2.12 µm,∆ λ = 0.3 µm) and were composed of 10 coadded 2.8 sec
exposures, for a total integration time of 28 sec. For five nights, the time interval between each
image is about 50 seconds, with dithers every three minutes. K ′ images from 2006 July 17 were
sampled at 3 minute intervals but were not dithered. On average, the Strehl ratio was 32%, with
a full width of the core at half-maximum intensity (FWHM) of ∼ 60 mas as measured from the
relatively isolated star IRS 33N.
Photometry was performed on the individual images using the point spread function (PSF)
fitting program Starfinder [28]. The program was enhanced as described in [9] to include the
a priori knowledge of the location of Sgr A* and nearby sources in order to facilitate the
detection of Sgr A* at faint flux levels in these short exposures. To do this, for each night of
observation, the position of Sgr A*-IR and nearby sources was determined in a nightly-averaged
image produced by a weighted average of individual images from that night (see Figure 1). We
then use this knowledge of the location of all the sources as fixed inputs into Starfinder to more
accurately fit for the flux contribution of sources near Sgr A* in the individual short exposure
images. We also include only images with Strehl ratios greater than 20% to minimize large
errors in the photometry from bad seeing conditions, which resulted in dropping only about 10
data points out of all nights. We are able to detect Sgr A* at all times, even at its faintest flux
levels. The gaps in the data are from technical disruptions in the observations.
Photometric calibrations were performed relative to the list of non-variable sources from
[29] at K ′. The photometric error at each flux density level seen in Sgr A* was estimated by
fitting a power law to the rms uncertainty in the flux for all non-variable stars in the same
range of brightnesses observed for Sgr A* within 0.′′5 of the black hole. The flux measurement
uncertainties are comparable for all nights except 2006 June 20, the night with the worst seeing.
Within the range of observed Sgr A* fluxes, we are on average able to achieve between 3 to 15%
relative photometric precision for each 28 sec K ′ exposure. A source of systematic error in the
flux measurements is the proximity of Sgr A* to unresolved sources, which would contribute
flux. This contribution is only likely to have an impact when Sgr A* is faint [9], but for the
purpose of this variability study, this effect is likely only a systematic offset in the mean flux
density and as a source of white noise. For comparison to Sgr A*, we also present the light
curves of the nearby stars S0-17 and S0-38. S0-17 (K ′ = 15.5 mag) was chosen because it is
spatially closest to Sgr A*, with a projected distance from Sgr A* of ∼ 56 mas in 2006 May
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Figure 2. Sgr A* light curves (black) at K ′ with the star S0-17 (blue) for comparison.
to ∼ 48 mas in 2007 August; monitoring S0-17 is helpful to ensure that the variations in flux
seen in Sgr A* are not a systematic effect of seeing or bias from nearby sources. The star S0-38
(K ′ ∼ 17), ∼ 0′′.2 from Sgr A*, was chosen as a stellar reference because it has a similar flux
to the faintest observed emission from Sgr A*. Figure 1 shows an image of this region and the
location of the comparison sources with respect to Sgr A*. Unless otherwise stated, the fluxes
in this paper are observed fluxes and not corrected for extinction to Sgr A*.
3. Results and Analysis
3.1. Light Curves and Timing Analysis
Figure 2 shows the resulting light curves for Sgr A* and a non-variable comparison source for
each night of observation. While comparison sources show no significant time variable emission,
Sgr A* shows variations on time scales ranging from minutes to hours, with peak emission that
can be 10 times higher than during its faintest states. The emission peaks, or ‘flares’, are time
symmetric, with similar rise and fall times.
3.1.1. Periodogram It is important to consider all possible sources of noise when testing for
periodicity in light curves. While peaks in the periodograms are a good place to start searching
for periodicity, the peaks must have significantly more power than those produced by non-
periodic processes to be unambiguously attributed to a true periodicity in any variable source.
White (Gaussian) noise processes are unlikely to lead to large peaks in the periodograms because
they contribute equal power at all frequencies. However, time-correlated physical processes can
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result in variability that is frequency dependent. One common variability characteristic - often
seen in AGN light curves - is red noise, which can lead to spurious signals in a power spectrum
or periodogram from a data set having a time baseline only a few times longer than that of
the putative period, since it will show large amplitude fluctuations at low frequencies and small
amplitudes at high frequencies. This can lead to relatively large stochastic peaks in the power
spectrum at low frequencies, far above what would be expected from white noise. We emphasize
that, although the term for this type of power law dependence of the flux variability is ‘red noise’,
this variability arises from physical processes from the source and is not a result of measurement
uncertainties such as Poisson noise, which behaves like white noise in its power spectrum.
One of the goals in this timing analysis is to test whether a purely red noise model can explain
the variability of Sgr A*. The PSD of a red noise light curve is a power law, with greater power
at lower frequencies: P (ω) ≡ f−α, where f is the frequency and α is the power law index. For
example, α = 0 for white noise and α = 1 for classical flicker noise [18]. All red noise simulations
in this paper were produced by an algorithm detailed in [30], which randomizes both phase and
amplitude of an underlying power law spectrum and then inverse Fourier transforms it into
the time domain to create light curves. Our procedure for producing simulated light curves is
as follows: first, a light curve is produced from a PSD with a specific power law slope evenly
sampled at half the shortest observed time sampling interval; we then re-sample the light curve
at the exact sampling times used during the specific night that we are simulating; finally, since
the simulation has an arbitrary flux scale, we scale the light curves to have the same mean and
standard deviation as that night.
Instead of computing the PSD, which is often used for evenly sampled data, we searched for
periodicity by computing a related function for unevenly sampled data: the normalized Lomb-
Scargle periodogram [31]; given a set of data values hi, i = 1, . . . , N at times ti the periodogram
is defined as:
PN (ω) ≡ 12σ2
{
[
∑
j(hj − h) cosω(tj − τ)]2∑
j cos 2ω(tj − τ)
+
[
∑
j(hj − h) sinω(tj − τ)]2∑
j sin 2ω(tj − τ)
}
(1)
where ω is the angular search frequency, h and σ2 are the mean and variance of the data
respectively. The constant τ is an offset introduced to keep the periodogram phase invariant:
tan (2ωτ) =
∑
j sin 2ωtj∑
j cos 2ωtj
(2)
Since the periodogram is normalized by the variance of the flux, a light curve consisting of only
white noise, or equivalently, red noise with a power law α = 0, will have an average power of 1
at all frequencies.
The normalized Lomb-Scargle periodogram was computed for each light curve, oversampled
by a factor of 4 times the independent Fourier intervals in order to increase the sensitivity to
periods between the Fourier frequencies (Figure 3). Assuming that the physical source of the
variability is stationary, we averaged together the periodograms for the fiveK ′ nights which have
durations longer than 80 minutes (Figure 3.1.1). The combined periodogram excludes the 2007
August 12 night because it is less than an hour long, leading to poor sampling at low frequencies
compared to the other nights. The combined periodogram is consistent with red noise, except
for the peak corresponding to the time scale of the three minute dithers. To characterize the
underlying spectrum, we have performed Monte Carlo simulations combining red noise light
curves with the same sampling as the data set. We tested several different underlying PSD
and found that the combined periodogram is consistent with a power law index of 2.5, with
no periodic components. This model is able to reproduce the slope of the periodogram, the
increase in power at three minutes from dithering, and the flattening of the periodogram at
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very low frequencies caused by poor sampling at those frequencies. Figure 3.1.1 shows the
results of Monte Carlo simulations with power law indices 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0. The simulations
shows that the resulting periodograms tend to be flatter than the intrinsic PSD because the
limited time sampling at low frequencies results in poor sensitivity to long time scale variations
characteristic of steeper power laws. We find that this effect is especially pronounced for α > 2,
which suggests that we have a better constraint on the lower limit than on the upper limit to
our estimate for the slope of the PSD.
Although there is no evidence for QPO activity in the combined periodogram, we would like
to test the case for a transient QPO phenomenon in each night. We therefore used our best fit
of α = 2.5 for the power law of the combined periodogram to test each night for statistically
significant deviations from a purely red noise model. Our criterion for a statistically significant
peak in the periodogram is that its power must be above the 99.7% (3σ) confidence interval
from a Monte Carlo simulation with 105 realizations of red noise light curves. This method of
establishing the significance of peaks in the periodogram is similar to the one proposed by [24] for
evenly sampled data, but modified here to account for our unevenly sampled data set by using
the Lomb-Scargle periodogram instead of the Fourier transform. The resulting periodograms
are shown in figure 3. The individual periodograms show peaks at low frequencies, but these
appear to be consistent with red noise, with no peaks having power greater than the 3σ threshold
derived from the Monte Carlo simulations. We have also repeated the same procedure for power
law indices between 1.0 and 3.0 with the same result.
By adding an artificial sinusoidal periodic signal to the red noise simulations, we can address
the sensitivity for detecting QPOs in the presence of red noise. In order to test this, a periodic
sinusoidal signal was introduced into a simulated light curve with a red noise PSD slope of 2.5.
The amplitude of the periodic signal was increased until the periodogram showed a peak at the
frequency of the input signal above the previously determined 3σ threshold. For example, for
the time sampling and duration corresponding to the observations on 2006 May 3, we find that
we are able to detect a 20 min periodic signal with an amplitude that is 20% of the maximum
flux seen in Sgr A* on that night. The sensitivity for the detection of a QPO increases with
frequency because the underlying red noise component has less power at higher frequencies (e.g.
a 10 (40)-minute QPO signal will result in power greater than expected from red noise when
its amplitude is 5% (30%) of the maximum flux density). Our sensitivity for the detection
of a periodic signal is similar for the other observed light curves with similar durations (> 2
hours). Note that attempting to remove the flares with a low-order functional fit to increase
sensitivity to periodic signals will introduce a statistical bias, because that will only remove
some combination of low frequency power without actually removing the red noise component.
Because the light curves are consistent with a red noise process at all timescales, including the
flares, any statistical analysis must be performed without first modifying the light curves.
4. Discussion and Conclusion
Our analysis shows that the Sgr A* near-infrared light curves observed in this study are entirely
consistent with red noise and no evidence for a QPO signal near 20 min (or any other time
scale) is seen. In addition, power seen at the shortest time scales measured in the periodogram
(2 min), well below the orbital period at the last stable circular orbit of a spinning black hole (∼
5–30 min), indicates that the high frequency variability is not simply from Keplerian motion of
a single orbiting ‘hot spot’, leading to flux modulations observed as the IR flares [15, 16]. The
high frequency variability must originate from small areas of the accretion flow. In addition to
power at high frequencies, the light curve for 2007 May 18 shows a strong spike in flux at about
10 min with a duration of ∼ 5 min, and a rise time of only ∼ 3 min, which also suggests that
regions of the accretion flow responsible for the variability can be as small as 0.4 AU.
It is important to note that the significance threshold used in this study tests whether the
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Figure 3. Normalized Lomb-Scargle periodograms of the Sgr A* light curves (black) at K ′.
Plotted in red is the 3 σ significance threshold determined from Monte Carlo simulations of red
noise with a power law index, α = 2.5. The periodogram of a single realization of a α = 2.5 red
noise light curve at the same time sampling is also shown for comparison (dashed line).
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periodogram power of peaks exceeds 3σ at a given frequency. It does not take into account that
we are scanning over a large range of frequencies. If one searches enough frequencies, a peak of
arbitrary power will appear at a random frequency. If a peak in the periodogram was found in
this study that may indicate a periodic signal, then additional simulations should be performed
to determine its statistical significance by accounting for the range of frequencies probed. This is
referred to as the false alarm probability in [32] and has been calculated analytically for the case
of white noise. In the case of red noise, the additional simulations would also need to account
for the fact that larger peaks are more likely at low frequencies.
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